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So here I am. The babysitter of the century---NOT. But the kind family has asked me to 

sit while the Dad and Mom go out for a rare date night to include dinner out and a few 

moments alone. I, on the other hand, am going to sit at the house with the 9-year old 

boxer-that would be Rocky and the 10-month old baby daughter, Isadora. Both young 

parents are quite confident that I can do this. After all, it is only to rock her a bit as she 

finishes her night time bottle, gently put her into the playpen (doubling as a crib) face up 

with her cloth dollies and she will sweetly and serenely drift off to dreamtime. Such will 

be the case and I will knit and read and watch TV and talk to Rocky for a few hours until 

they get home. 

 

As we know, the plans we sometimes put in place turn out to be a bit different than we 

had in mind. Dare I say a lot different? 

 

For one thing, Isadora is in a strange home and she has taken a rather long nap that very 

afternoon and is perhaps teething a bit as she enters her 10-month old stage of growth. 

The boxer is none too very pleased to be coddling to the infant, although he seems to take 

her in stride; if by stride we mean howling incessantly and barking to a conversation only 

he knows he is having. None of this is too much for me, so I assume, as I have grown up 

helping to raise three nephews and am used to animals and babies. However, at 61 and in 

no ways near caring for an infant (occasionally I walk and watch the dog), I am a bit 

rusty and not too sure what would happen should the plan of dreamtime until the parents 

return is not realized. 

 

So, here we are, the sweet baby girl in my arms, sucking away contentedly at her bottle, 

eyes closing as she drifts off to sleep. Suddenly, the dog decides he needs to howl at the 

moon or some such item and instantly the baby sits up straighter, eyes wide and stops 

sucking. “Oh no I think, the sucking was the clue to the whole program; she sucks the 

bottle, finishes it, and drifts off, right?” No, not when Rocky has decided to howl the 

entire aria to some unknown opera which instantly awakens her to the possibilities that 

she might not just have to drift off to sleep and indeed can investigate her new 

surroundings and surrogate mother-Me. 

  

Have I mentioned the fact that I have not sat for a child in a very long time…or the fact 

that I am tired because I have been taking care of the animals during the weekend and 

also working my regular job. Have I mentioned my nice knitting sitting with the new 

book I have on the sofa ready for me to relax with it as I watch the TV shows I have lined 

up?  Have I mentioned all of this preparation and my plans for the two hours or so her 

parents will be on a date? 

 

Needless to say, she is quite uninterested in any of these preparations. She has been 

alerted to the possibilities in store by the howling of the dog, which, by the way, she 

adores.  Life is just not life without the dog to google over and coo to and reach out for 

and clap the little chubby hands at. So, without further ado, her eyes still wide, I try and 



continue the rocking and gently place her in the playpen. She looks at me like I am just 

the most ridiculous thing on the planet to think that this is going to in any way be the plan 

for the evening and she starts a slow whimper soon to be a cry out loud. OK, I pick her up 

and in my most English sounding nanny voice, say to her, “It’s bedtime dahling,” as I 

cuddle her slowly in a very soft tone, coo some dreamlike sounding noises. She then 

looks at me and smiles, and reaches for my glasses. “Bedtime, dahling,” I repeat as I 

slowly rock her back and forth, suddenly realizing that the bottle that she was sucking on 

is e-empty. Oh no, now what? I had been hoping that the bottle business would be the 

clincher to the playpen deal and now that plan is foiled. 

 

Down goes the bottle, but I have another item to help me along, the pacifier. So, I edge 

that into her mouth as she is giggling now and reaching out to pat my face. It does not 

seem that this item is the soother I thought it would be as it keeps falling out of her mouth 

at which time, eyes round and large, she looks at me as if to say, “Now, what will you 

try?” 

 

OK, I can do this I say to myself. I am the adult here and I have a means to get her to bed; 

more rocking and some praying to God that she drifts off and is sweetly asleep in a few 

minutes time. No such luck, we are now into a night of party time. 

 

Out to the living area I go as the dog is into a full on howl and barking as well. I quiet 

him down, as the baby clearly displays her delight with the noise the dog is making and 

she is becoming more and more lively as the sounds keep bellowing out from the dog. 

What the heck, I am now into television mode and I decide that a tiring out of the baby, 

once she and I have a meeting of the minds, is on the horizon.  

 

On the television I find the show-Desperate Housewives. This seems appropriate to 

watch-as the pacifier I was so happy to find has now bounced out of her mouth and is 

hidden somewhere under the sofa, never to surface again. So, here we are, party girl and 

me for the rest of the time together, talking, giggling, cooing at the dog, and generally 

having a blast of a time doing anything but sleeping. Have I mentioned that the new 

parents, upon their return home, were none too happy that party girl and I were still up 

and that party girl was so very wide awake? Upon their arrival, off she was whisked to 

the bedroom, after I was given a decided reminder of how the evening’s activities were 

supposed to happen. I must say my age was a reward in this situation as all that came 

from me was a smile and a sigh, which, if you must know, is the “experienced” way of 

saying, “Honey, stay cool- much more is to come to light your fire. This little hiccup is a 

mere bump on the highway of life!” 

 

End 


